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Widespread contamination of chlorinated solvents threatens the quality of groundwater based on extensive use in the past for e.g. dry-cleaning and metal processing. The chlorinated solvents and their chlorinated degradation products are acute toxic and carcinogenic. Furthermore, the compound’s properties challenge the current treatment systems. Thus, optimized means of protecting the groundwater from this group of contaminants is important. We propose, as an alternative method for remediation, establishment of electrochemical zones for in situ reduction and oxidation of chlorinated solvents and degradation products.

It is known that i) fast electrochemical reduction of chlorinated solvents near the electrodes can be obtained and ii) reactants can be generated, which can subsequently reduce or oxidize the chlorinated solvents. Effort has mainly been on the influence of electrode materials and configurations, and of the system parameters such as current density, flow rate etc. So far no studies on electrochemical remediation of chlorinated solvents have been performed under constant current with field extracted contaminated groundwater and unrefined sand as aquifer material.

This study has taken these challenges and developed systems for assessment and optimization of electrochemical zones in 1D and 2D experimental set-ups targeting plume control. The set-ups allow for assessment of the influence of single parameters, e.g. current density and flow rate, as well as power consumption, lateral dispersion of generated reactants, electrode configuration, material and spacing. For this conference, focus will be on the electrochemical aspects of the method: Electroless plating of cathodes, selective corrosion of anodes, electrocatalytic hydrodechlorination, competing electrochemically induced reduction and oxidation reactions in the complex saturated geochemical settings, polymerisation of methane, electrokinetically enhanced volatilisation of contaminants, and electrocatalysed formation of minerals possibly with reactive properties.